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Open Meetings are still
cancelled due to the
pandemic. The situation is
being reviewed monthly in line
with Government policy.
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Editorial

A

lthough all our classes have been
officially closed since lockdown was
announced back in March, a lot of our
groups have remained active and this edition of
Update will highlight how resourceful these
groups have been during the crisis and have
continued to enjoy their activities, albeit in a
restricted fashion.

Why not try
our quiz on
page 20 and
see if you
can find the
6 hidden
rockets too

Some groups have used Zoom, the online
communication system that allows you to set up
virtual video and audio conferencing, to keep in touch
and run their classes. But due to the slight time lapse,
Zoom is not so successful for music groups.
Other groups have been communicating in more
conventional ways with telephone calls, FaceTime,
texts and emails and, as some restrictions eased,
some are now meeting in small groups. Our
photography group has been exceptionally busy, see
some of their excellent work on our centre spread.
But, as we go to press, unfortunately there is a good
possibility that more restrictions may be introduced as
infections begin to grow again.
So, in spite of the doom and gloom that is circulating
at the moment, we hope that this edition of Update
will cheer you up and encourage you to look forward
to the day when this present crisis has passed and we
can all resume the U3A activities that we enjoy and
love so much.

Jim Dwyer, Editor

Please note that our classes and
coordinator’s details still appear on
pages 6 to 9, but without venues or times.
This is because classes will not be starting
yet due to current Government restrictions.
Please contact your coordinator to confirm
the situation before taking any action.
Thank you
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Chairman’s Report

A

new academic year, a new Chairman, but a familiar face.
This is a new role for me but I hope to provide the same
support as my predecessors.

The last six months have been very difficult for all of us to manage, and
we move into our new year with many restrictions on how we are able to
operate. However, many of you are carrying on regardless, by one
method or another, be it picnics, meetings via the Internet, telephone
conversations, etc. The Committee will be urging you to continue and
will provide the support you need to find
new ways of following your chosen
activity.
Since the AGM we have a new
Committee and we will work together as
a team to develop a sound future for
Saffron Walden U3A. I would like to
welcome our newly elected members,
Steve Messenger, Hilary Price and
Chris Duffy. We know that this
pandemic is not going to disappear
overnight and we are all in the same
boat needing support. Just pick up the
phone and talk to each other. We all
need to keep in touch. Don’t sit there
quietly!

Ann Treglown, Chairman
Treasurer’s Report

O

ur funds are healthy. The
pandemic has reduced the
number of activities and
therefore the money held in the kitty
has increased.

classes. For those of you who are
interested, you can look at the figures
for the past year on our website,
together with the draft Minutes of our
AGM.

The membership fees for this current
year were set by the Committee before
the lockdown was introduced, but the
situation will be reviewed for the
annual subscription in 2021-2022.

My thanks once again to all the
coordinators who have assisted me
during the last five years. I trust you
will give the same support to our new
Treasurer, Steve Messenger.

Some groups have a surplus and
these monies have been carried
forward to use once we can resume

Ann Treglown
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Saffron Walden U3A Committee
Title

Name

Telephone

Email

Chairman

Ann Treglown

01799
516707

ann.treglown@gmail.com

Vice Chairman
and Update
Editor

Jim Dwyer

01799
jim_dwyer@btinternet.com
521524
Mob 07531
115160

Treasurer

Steve
Messenger

01223
890133

Secretary

Tony Treglown 01799
516707

tregact@gmail.com

Activities
Organiser

Mary Curtis

01799
524784

maryfcurtis@live.co.uk

Membership
Secretary

John Trueman

01799
541288

joandjohnt@btinternet.com

Special Events
Organiser

Chris Duffy

01799
520173

chrisduffy146@gmail.com

stevemess@btinternet.com

Assistant
Hilary Price
Treasurer and
Venues Organiser

01799
hilarydoone@hotmail.com
521696
Mob 07825
292467

Website
Manager

01799
527805

Martin Hugall

website@saffronwaldenu3a.org.uk

Membership Secretary’s Report

T

hank you to everyone who has
renewed their Saffron Walden
U3A membership for the new
academic year (2020 / 2021).
About 60% of our members have
supported our U3A and renewed their
membership this year, in anticipation
of restrictions allowing us to get back
to a semblance of normality.

If you have friends or acquaintances
who are interested in joining the U3A,
our membership is open and
details about how to join
can be found on
our U3A web site.

John Trueman,
Membership Secretary
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Activities Organiser’s Report

W

interested in any group I suggest you
contact the coordinator to ascertain what
they are currently doing (which, by
necessity, changes often). And please
consider whether you can lead a new
group when conditions allow us to do
so...I look forward to
hearing your ideas.

ell, what a year! I hope you
are keeping safe and well,
and enjoying as much
activity as you can - it’s so important to
keep your body and mind active, and so
easy to feel inclined to do as little as
possible until the world gets back to
normal.

U3A activities have obviously been very
much curtailed. Some groups have used
Zoom for their meetings, some have
given up with Zoom altogether, and a
very few are meeting under strict
Activities Organiser
Covid19 safety guidelines. If you are

Mary Curtis,

Classes and Co-ordinators
Class

Co-ordinator

Telephone & Email

Art

Jean Mead

01799 501405
j.mead@mac.com

Art
Appreciation

Linda Dyer

01799 218759
lindadyer70@yahoo.co.uk

Ballroom &
Sequence
Dancing

Pauline Palmer

01799 502560
pauline.palmer3@ntlworld.com

Birdwatching

Brian Linford
(on a temporary
basis)

01799 531392
blinford4@gmail.com

Bridge

Stella McSweeney

01799 520923
stella.mcsweeney@hotmail.co.uk

Choir

Joan Shadbolt

01799 516585
joanshadbolt@hotmail.co.uk

Computer Club

(Contact Mary Curtis on 01799 524784)

Cribbage

John Trueman
Christine Taylor

01799 541288 joandjohnt@btinternet.com
01799 501886
christine.e.taylor@ntlworld.com

Drama

Gill Williamson

01799 524947
gill.e.williamson@gmail.com
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Classes and Co-ordinators
Class

Easy Riders
Cycling

Co-ordinator
Colin and Anne
Taylor

Telephone & Email
colinandannetaylor@live.co.uk

Joelle Doegar
French
Conversation 1

01799 501897
joelle.doegar@gmail.com

Isobel Jones
French
Conversation 2

01799 522552
isobel.jones@talktalk.net

Gardening

Jo Ware

01763 838654
josphine580@btinternet.com

Gym Fit 1 & 2

Ann Treglown

01799 516707
ann.treglown@gmail.com

History
Byways

Diane Tucker

tucker.diane@gmail.com

Indoor
Bowling

Derek Ayres

01799 521180
derekandjuneayres@yahoo.co.uk

Keep Fit

Helen Verity and
Lynda Sawkins

01799 550408 helenmverity@btinternet.com
01799 521022
sawkins.roylynda@gmail.com

Knit & Natter

Penny Maystre

01799 501262
pennymaystre74@hotmail.com

Landscape & Alex Reeve
Literature NEW
Alex Reeve
Latin 1 & 2

01799 522818
alex_reeve@hotmail.com

Line Dancing

Sheila French

01799 530364
sheilamfrench@btinternet.com

Literature

Elise Collins

emcollins1@hotmail.co.uk

Lunch Club

TBC

(Contact Mary Curtis on 01799 524784)

Mah-Jong 1

Christine Greet

01799 531732
johngreet@waitrose.com

Mah-Jong 2

Jess Grinyer

01799 500344 / 07811 382541
jess.grinyer@ntlworld.com

Mah-Jong 3

01799 522818
alex_reeve@hotmail.com

(Contact Mary Curtis on 01799 524784)
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Classes and Co-ordinators
Class

Co-ordinator

Telephone & Email

Mandarin

Wen Zhang

07425 830888
zhangwenl@gmail.com

Music for
Pleasure
Natural History

Jean Pattenden

01799 501046
jepattenden82@icloud.com

Nice'n'Easy
Fitness

Jan Powell

01799 523855
janibobs@ntlworld.com

Outdoor Fitness

Alex Reeve

alex_reeve@hotmail.com
01799 522818

Philosophy 1

Richard Gilyead

01799 510749
rgilyead@gmail.com

Philosophy 2

Denys Hickey

01799 523904
denys.hickey@gmail.com

Photography

Tony Treglown

01799 516707
tregact@gmail.com

Pilates 1

Carol Reed

johncarolreed@ntlworld.com

Pilates 2

Irene Bedward

01799 528178
irenebedward@hotmail.com

Pilates 3 & 4

Ann Cousins

01799 219072
cous.anns@gmail.com

Pilates 5

Glennis Virgo

01799 524189
glenvirgo@hotmail.com

Pilates 6

Linda Dobson

01799 500939
linda.dobson1@ntlworld.com

Pilates 7

Judith Forster

01799 541409

Pilates 8

Chris Kerrison

01799 516586

(Contact Mary Curtis on 01799
524784)

NEW

briankerrison599@btinternet.com
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Classes and Co-ordinators
Play Reading

Class

Co-ordinator
Alan Nicholls

Telephone & Email
01799 522260
alannicholls36@gmail.com

Poetry

Beryl Ihm

01799 502512

Ramblers 1

Keith Patmore

01799 527568
keithpatmore@btinternet.com

Ramblers 2

Colin Potterill

01223 834937
colinpotterill@hotmail.co.uk

Scrabble

Bronwen
Attenborough

01799 524772
bronwen.atten@googlemail.com

Slow Folk

Jenny Capon

07812 128767
jacapon@ntlworld.com

Spanish
Improvers

Jessica Reeve

01799 522818
jessicareeve@hotmail.co.uk

Table Tennis

Ann Cousins

01799 219072
cous.anns@gmail.com

Tai Chi 1 & 2

Angela Rowland

01799 521192
mrsarowland@gmail.com

Theatre & Travel Christine Duffy

01799 520173
chrisduffy146@gmail.com
01799 521524
jim_dwyer@btinternet.com
01799 513411
little361@btinternet.com

Ukulele

Mary Curtis

01799 524784
maryfcurtis@live.co.uk

Writing for
Pleasure

Diane Drury

07870 900852
dianejgdrury@gmail.com

O
Jim Dwyer & Pauline Smith
Jean
Jean Little

Co-ordinators: please check your details and advise the Editor if there are any
errors. If you don’t want your details to appear on the website please advise
the Website Manager (details page 5).
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Music for Pleasure

Jean Pattenden

A

lthough some groups have been able to conduct their classes over the
Internet, this was not possible for Music for Pleasure. However, we have
made limited contact over the phone and look forward to meeting up
when we can. I would be more than happy to have weekly Wednesday morning
chats, sharing a virtual cup of coffee and cake, if anyone feels it would help.

Philosophy 1

T

he Philosophy 1 group were all
very disappointed when we
had to give up meeting in
person as we all enjoy a lively debate.
However, we have now had a couple of
sessions using Zoom which have been
quite successful.

Richard Gilyead
commentaries on political issues were
very interesting, his technical
mathematical and philosophical work
was very difficult to follow.

Technical Problems
Unfortunately, several members have
been unable to join in due to technical
problems with their equipment or, in
some cases, aversion to technology.
The first session we held was mainly
taken up with learning how to use the
system but we quickly moved on to
share experiences of lockdown and
discuss current events. Based on that
success we arranged a second session
in two 40 minute sections with a 20
minute break for coffee in the middle.
This helped to get around the 40
minute limit for free Zoom calls.
Bertrand Russell
The topic was looking at the famous
sayings of Bertrand Russell who was a
well-known, public philosopher from the
first half of the 20th century. There are
several videos on YouTube of
interviews and discussions that feature
him and we agreed that, although his

Baffled
We were all baffled by “Russell’s
Paradox”, which is a result of his
mathematical and logic work. However,
it was a very enjoyable discussion. We
are now planning our next online
session.
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Ukulele

T

he Ukulele Group continues its
fortnightly sessions on Zoom
with those members who are
happy to use the technology. The slight
time lapse makes it impossible for
everyone to sing and play together, so
they take it in turns to perform a song of
their choice whilst the other members
go mute and play along with the leader
unheard by the rest; in our photo
Richard, in the centre, is leading whilst

the others are muted. Zoom allows 40
minutes free time and that’s usually long
enough for these sessions. Coordinator
Mary Curtis also invites up to five
members to join her in her garden for an
occasional live ukulele session, socially
distanced as per government rules.
Three members, Mary, Richard and
Jim, performed live for the Fete de la
Musique on Richard’s drive on Sunday
21 June.

Sandown, Isle of Wight
Spring Break
The November break to Sandown, Isle of
Wight has now been deferred until March
2021. If you are interested please get in
touch with Jean Little 01799 513411 ASAP.
Dates are Monday 15th March to Thursday
18th March (3 nights dinner, bed and
breakfast.) Excursions on both Tuesday
and Wednesday. Only Saffron Walden pick
ups. Price £199 pp if number of 35
achieved. 30 reserved so far.
11
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Lots of Saffron Walden U3A groups have kept active during
lockdown, none more so than the Photography Group, and some
of their outstanding lockdown camera work is shown here:
14
12

3

4

7

6
11

1. Bronwen Woods; 2. Susan Brown; 3. Tony Treglown; 4. David
Solomon; 5. Tony Marks; 6. Sharon Hayler; 7. Hugh Herdon; 8. Tony
Treglown; 9. Brian Eastcott; 10. Hugh Herdon; 11. Alan Williams.
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Slow Folk

A

lthough I’m really not a
technophobe, I am dubious
about the value of playing
group music on Zoom or FaceTime, so
Slow Folk has not been meeting for
virtual sessions since lockdown.
Fortunately the other Slow Folk
members were very understanding of
my reluctance to compromise on the
enjoyment of playing live together, so
we have carried on playing in our own
homes or independently experimenting
with these apps.

Jenny Capon
remaining happy, myself, to be
contacted for whatever reason.
Slow Folk Consensus
As restrictions ease, perhaps a few of
us may meet in gardens, but the Slow
Folk consensus is that the infection rate
must be dropping steadily and all
arrangements for personal safety have
to be acceptable. Warm, dry weather is
also essential!

That Extra Buzz
We look forward to meeting as a group
again, enjoying that extra buzz and
Periods of Inertia
For some people, perhaps most of us at honing the skills that playing together
requires. We have plans to hold an
times, lockdown can bring periods of
occasional session in a larger (than my
inertia and disinterest, so pressure
front room!) space, where we can let rip
(intended or imagined) to practice and
play would not be helpful. I’ve therefore and hear our instruments sound quite
different. Should be fun! With best
deliberately restricted contacting
wishes to all for health and strength and
members to the occasional email,
a renewed enthusiasm for the activities
suggesting websites and other
resources that could be enjoyed, whilst we all enjoyed before lockdown.

Butterflies & Blackbirds

Steve Dutton

A Marbled White
butterfly in a meadow
near our house and
a fledgling Blackbird
which tumbled into
one of our pots.
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Butterflies & Poppies

Gordon Ridgewell

T

here were lots of
Butterflies in our
Garden at
Littlebury on 16 June this
year. Is less pollution
anything to do with the
amazing amount of
butterflies I wonder?

In the early morning they
feed with their wings out
flat, but as the sun gets
warmer they close their
wings when feeding.
This photo was taken at
7:30 in the morning. And
whilst travelling through
Whittlesford, I felt I just
had to photograph this
field of poppies!

W

ednesday 2nd June 2021 is now
National U3A Day. It had been hoped to
have the event in 2020, but the
continuing uncertainty about the lockdown has
led to a re-think by head office.

So please put a note in
your 2021 diary or
calendar for what
promises to be a great
day, where we celebrate
our various activities,
our contribution to our
local community and the
innovative ways that our
members have
responded during
lockdown.
Please contact:
Mary Curtis on
maryfcurtis@live.co.uk
or 01799 524784
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Gym Fit

Diane Drury

S

talwarts of the Saffron Walden U3A Gym Fit group have met the
challenges of Lockdown by adopting the mantra “Keep Calm and Carry
On”. Thanks to the innovative and creative support of Michael, our trainer,
from Just Gym we have continued our classes from the comfort of our own
homes. Each Friday we have developed our technical skills and taken part in a
Zoom session - see photo below.
It has been most comforting to meet our Gym Fit colleagues again. Michael
demonstrated a number of exercises to keep us fit; often from his garden! He is
adept at monitoring us even virtually. He gives us plenty of tips and keeps us
safe from injury. Most importantly we laugh and have fun together. We all
appreciate the opportunity to carry on as “normal” in these strange times. It is
going so well that we now have 2 classes each week!!
Thanks Michael, thanks Gym Fit and thanks U3A!!

French Conversation 1

T

Joelle Doegar

he group continues to communicate and keep up
their learning skills by sending each other emails in
French, letting each other know how they are coping
with the lockdown and what their daily activities are.
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Mandarin

Maria Lin Wong

I

joined the SW U3A Mandarin class
in October 2019 and found the
group most welcoming. Wen is a
great teacher and makes learning
Chinese easy and fun. Since the
‘lockdown’ we have explored
technology to keep us going.
Mobile Phones
As you can imagine not having any
sessions for 12 weeks would undo more
than 6 months learning. First we tried
using our mobile phones but began
experiencing interference and losing
connections from our various networks.
Wen then suggested we try an
application called ‘Zoom’ – an online
meeting facility. We first had to establish
that we all had internet connection,
camera, sound and microphones on our
equipment - fun and games! My laptop
has a built in camera but no microphone
and my desktop has only internet
connection. My mobile phone had

insufficient capacity to download the
application but does have a camera and
a microphone.
So finally to a tablet – this has
everything. The first couple of times we
attempted to ‘meet’ I couldn’t hear a
thing so I purchased a set of
headphones. Headphones arrived and
were plugged in – still no sound! I had
not told Zoom that I wanted to connect
with sound – duh! Now we have twice
weekly meetings of 30 minutes each.
Great Progress
Wen sets us tasks between meetings
and uses a ‘whiteboard’ facility to mark
our homework and show us different
ways of expressing what we’ve learned.
Zoom has proved to be very effective
and I think the whole group would agree
that we have made great progress, not
only through the use of technology but
also because Wen is so patient,
knowledgeable, resourceful and fun.

Landscape & Literature

W

riters of prodigious talent
have plied their trade while
living in Hertfordshire, Essex
and Cambridgeshire, and the landscape
has influenced their work: George
Orwell found inspiration for Animal
Farm in the village of Wallington; E M
Foster's home Rook's Nest in Old
Stevenage is the model for Howard's
End; Berkhamsted is revealed as
Greeneland, a place inhabited by many
of Graham Greene's exotic characters;
and G B Shaw fantasises moving in
with the village postmistress in Ayot St
Lawrence in his play Village Wooing.
Rupert Brooke probably suffered from
homesickness in Berlin when writing of
his beloved Grantchester in Berlin; and
H G Wells wrote Mr Britling Sees It
Through at Little Easton. Read the
books then visit the places that inspired

Alex Reeve

some of the greatest literature of the
last five hundred years in a series of
walks around diverse and delightful
corners of our region. The walks will be
by arrangement with participants. If you
are interested in joining this group, my
contact details are on page 7.

George Orwell (Eric Blair) feeding a
goat at Wallington, circa 1939.
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Line Dancing

W

Betty and Rod George

ho would ever have believed
in January that we would
now be wearing masks, not
hugging and not enjoying all the
classes with U3A.
The line dance class is very popular
with in excess of 20 people attending
weekly. With the advent of the
Coronavirus we, like everybody else,
have had to look at other ways of
supporting our class. We heard about
Zoom, and investigated how this could
be used for line dancing. We agreed
with Sheila, our class coordinator, and
it was decided to give it a trial.

meeting regularly on Tuesdays over
two sessions.
We only use dances which are well
known and popular with the class,
giving a variety of music and levels of
ability. Some new dances are now
included as well as old favourites.
The main aim of the Zoom meetings is
to keep class members in touch and
active.
Have Fun, Socialise and Keep Safe

As the situation regarding an easing of
the lock down is progressing, we are
now trying to meet all class members
socially for picnics - weather permitting!
New Language
This gives us the opportunity to meet
with those members of the class who
Our first session went well. We have
had lots to learn about technology and have not been able to take advantage
of the Zoom sessions. The most
broad band limitations, together with
new language such as ‘mute all’ or ‘join important aspect of all our activities is
to have fun, socialise and keep safe.
with computer audio’. We are now
Some of
the Line
Dancing
class
enjoying
a picnic on
30th July,
social
distancing
of course!
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Writing for Pleasure

P

David Broadley

rior to the Coronavirus outbreak,
Saffron Walden Writing for
Pleasure group was tasked to
write by the Art Class in order to
stimulate their drawing and painting. As
a result, we came up with a number of
Haikus (a traditional form of Japanese
poetry, a Haiku consists of 3 lines. The
first and last lines of a Haiku have 5
syllables and the middle line has 7
syllables, they are usually written about
nature). See April Update page 27.

going and even as a motivator - she
has set us weekly (virtual) homework to
complete and used the effects of the
virus as subject matter, for example
writing a story about what it means to
be housebound. The results have been
truly inspirational. Other subject matter
has included: which famous person you
would wish to be isolated with, your
favourite book, a Day at the Races,
finding an old trunk in the attic, corny
jokes and a sweet shop.

Successful

Communicate

Following on from this, we were invited
to the Art Class for tea and cake and to
view their results. The pictures were
excellent and needless to say, the tea
and cake went down a treat. This
exercise proved so successful that we
were asked to repeat the process
except that now we could also submit a
short piece of writing (limited to 50
words). Unfortunately, the virus has
meant that we have been unable to
sample the Art Class hospitality for a
second time. (What, no cake?).

Many members of the class are elderly
and live alone without any knowledge of
Zoom, Skype or other video chat
programmes, so this weekly task is one
of the only ways they can communicate
their feelings and keep their minds
active. It also ensures they still feel part
of the group despite all that is
happening around them. Both Barbara
and Diane Drury (our U3A co-ordinator)
deserve our praise and gratitude for all
the hard work they do to make our lives
that much more fulfilling during these
unprecedented times.

Momentum
Determined not to let the virus destroy
our positivity as a group, our Creative
Writing Tutor, Barbara Russell-Pitman
has used this enforced period of
separation to keep our momentum

Recognition

I am sure I am not alone when I say
that all our Tutors and Co-ordinators
deserve our highest praise and
recognition at this difficult time.
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October Competition - 20 Questions
Go on give it a go, and no cheating!!!
1. In what year was the first iPhone
released?
2. The tallest building in the world is
located in which city?
3. Where is the original Starry Night by
Vincent Van Gogh housed?
4. How many actors have played the
role of James Bond?
5. What company is also the name of
one of the longest rivers in the world?
6. How many children does Queen
Elizabeth have?
7. Beirut is the capital of which country?
8. How many players are there in a
Rugby league team?
9. In tennis, what piece of fruit is found
at the top of the men's Wimbledon
trophy?
10. In the Harry Potter book series,
which character is described as
having a “wild, tangled beard”?

11. What’s the name of the dog in The
Simpsons?
12. How many hearts does an
octopus have?
13. In the Bible, which character is
known for building an ark?
14. The Hawthorns is home to which
English football club?
15. What currency is used in Turkey?
16. Which iconic soap character lost
his first wife to electrocution by hair
dryer?
17. Who originally sang Moon River?
18. Divorced, beheaded, died,
divorced, beheaded, survived – who
was Henry VIII’s last wife?
19. Which side of the road do people
drive on in Australia?
20. What is the closest planet to
Earth?
Send your answers to the Editor, first 3
correct get a mention in the next issue.

No dates for your
diary yet - sorry!
As we go to press, all
Open Meetings and other
events are still cancelled
due to the Coronavirus
Pandemic. Please keep
safe, follow Government
advice and check for
updates on the website

(www.saffronwaldenu3a.org.uk)

Outdoor fitness
sessions at Saffron
Walden Cricket Club:
running, jumping,
strength and HIIT
exercises designed to
keep you fit,
active and mobile.
Date to be arranged
with participants,
probably Tuesdays
at 8.30am.
Contact Alex Reeve
01799 522818 or
alex_reeve@hotmail.com
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Easy Riders

T

he most recent outing enjoyed
collectively by Easy Riders was
in the first week of March. Now,
reader, you will no doubt remember the
wonderful sunny weather we enjoyed
during most of Spring 2020? Well, on
the 5th March we had plenty of rain.
Very Large Breakfast
We cyclists met up by the banks of the
River Lee at Dobb’s Weir (it sounds
lovely doesn’t it? Well, it is lovely, too!).
The very large breakfasts offered by the
café at Dobb’s Weir set many of up for
the day; after putting knives, forks and
coffee cups down, we mounted our
trusty cycles and set off with joy in our

Colin’n’Anne Taylor
hearts to follow the riverside
Southwards. Joy in our hearts, but rain
down our faces – and it rained all
throughout our day’s adventure.
No Complaints
Nevertheless, not a complaint was
heard. No complaints when we
temporarily lost our way on exploring the
parkland on the far side of the river. No
complaints from anyone having to ride
through puddles. And no complaints
when we sat steaming in the pub near to
the end of the ride. Everyone in our
happy band seemed to enjoy the ride
despite the inclement weather; this just
shows what a great gang we are!

Following some extreme social
distancing (left), we are now in a
state of anticipation, looking
forward to our collective release
from lockdown. Mindful of this,
we have been carrying out some
recces for future rides, so look
out for forthcoming information.
We’ll be keeping you posted of all
our planned rides and hoping to
be able to get together with you
very soon.

Competition answers & winners from April
Crossword
Down: 1 Photography, 2 Poetry,
3 Latin, 4 Table Tennis, 5 Art, 6 Who,
11 Website, 13 Easy, 15 Clock.

The first person to send in the correct
answers was Penny Lawson—so well
done Penny and congratulations!

The 2 rats were on pages 11 and 26,
and they were found by John Martin,
Across: 2 Pilates, 7 Crib, 8 Tai Chi,
Penny Lawson and Marion Smith.
9 Gaye, 10 Twit, 12 Bee, 14 Attic,
Marion also found a mouse on page 23,
16 Bun, 17 History, 18 Kiwi, 19 Ukulele. a computer mouse - very funny Marion!
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Writing for Pleasure
Into a Leafy Wood by Christine Housden
The crack of a branch so nearby – I
jump and turn – I turn round and around
– I’ve lost the way – please come back
to me. I whistle and whistle but you’ve
run so far from me.

I walk, I talk with you by my side, my
furry friend. I stop and smile as a
tender leaf glides down by my side.
It’s autumn and the leaves dance in
melodious formation as they flutter so
daintily to the woodland floor.

A whistle from the breeze above in the
trees. A sudden gust – blowing the
leaves so high – higher and higher into
the sky, fleeing like spirits rising from
the decaying undergrowth. Up, up and
away to freedom.

I walk, I whistle then you are there,
always ready to walk by my side. You
sniff and you snuffle in the undergrowth
all around, tossing the leaves in an
abandoned style.

My skin prickles with fear. It happened
so quick – just like a trick – I know not
why – a bang to my head – I shouted
and cried, I pleaded and pleaded - I
really tried.

I skip and dance and turn around –
gone is the path now covered in leaves
– the path up ahead is now hiding from
me. But I feel safe with you my furry
friend, yes indeed – you are my friend.

A touch on my head – but it’s only a
leaf. A leaf so beautiful as ever you’ll
see. Its browns and yellows and the
deepest of reds covered in life’s veins,
like lace spreading out to the edge. Like
our network of veins that keep us from
death. I’ll let it float – in the autumn
breeze. Then it can settle wherever it
please.
The canopy opens so high up above, a
ray of sunshine comes down on my
head. Oh how delightful it looks so far,
far away.
A gentle rustle in Mother Nature’s leafy
bed – he runs to explore – what does
he expect?

The final bang, I heard a ring – and a
zing – it echoed so far.
I’m falling, falling, falling to Earth’s
downy floor. It’s as though someone’s
closing a heavy metal door.
I float – I sigh – I lye – I cry – I die –
The canopy opens so high up above –
beaming down from the heavens
above. A light so bright it dazzles me
so, is this where I’m supposed to go?
My heart is so full, I’m happy now – is
this a sign for me to go? Oh please let it
be – YES – YES it’s just up there.
LOOK – now I must go, it’s waiting, just
for me.

Theatre & Travel
As we go to press, Government Restrictions have
forced us to cancel all of our proposed visits.
Please keep safe and in touch with your
organisers for future developments:
Christine 01799 520173,
Jim & Pauline 01799 521524,
Jean 01799 513411.
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Notice board
Update

Please address all
correspondence, quiz answers
and new articles & photos to
the Editor at:
jim_dwyer@btinternet.com

U3A Term Dates 2020/21
Autumn Term:
Weds 2 September - Fri 18 December
(Half-term: 26 October - 30 October)
Spring Term:
Mon 4 January 2021 - Fri 26 March
(Half-term: 15 February - 19 February)
Summer Term:
Mon 12 April - Weds 21 July
(Half-term: 31 May - 4 June)

THANK YOU

Thank you to www.34sp.com for hosting
our website free of charge.

Should any members be unduly
concerned about their U3A
membership with regards to the
Coronavirus Pandemic, please
speak to a Committee member contact details on page 5.
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Visit our website

www.saffronwaldenu3a.
org.uk for all the latest
U3A information
regarding the
Coronavirus Pandemic
and, of course, to view
‘Update’ in full, glorious

COLOUR

With those hidden rockets
flying around this issue, how
about some rocket puns:
I used to wonder if Elton John
liked lettuce, then I remembered
he’s more of a rocket man.
I got my friend an extra-large
rocket for bonfire night – he’s
over the moon now!
Where can you leave your rocket
when you’re in space? On a
parking meteor!
If you keep a rocket in your
home, the chances of having a
household incident go through
the roof.
I was at a party and there was a
big bowl of mixed alcohol and fruit
juice with a long line of rocket
scientists, brain surgeons and
Nobel Prize winners queueing up
to drink some; I thought:
what a great punch line!
I hate rocket jokes, they
always go over my head.

Notices
Saffron Walden U3A is a Registered Charity No. 290670



The views and opinions expressed in Update are not necessarily
those of the U3A or of the Committee



The Committee reserves the right to close any class or activity
because of low enrolment or poor attendance




Errors and omissions excepted



If you hear of any member who may need assistance please
contact any member of the Committee




Saffron Walden U3A retains the copyright of the contents of Update

We try to keep in contact with all members but it is not always
possible to do so. This may be due to illness or other incapacitation

For more information visit our website at www.saffronwaldenu3a.org.uk

Insurance
All members are covered by public liability insurance but
Saffron Walden U3A accepts no responsibility for any
accident not covered by that insurance

Legal Assistance
Legal advice, including Private, Commercial and Employment
advice, is currently no longer available

Printed by Copycats
‘Providing Adults with Learning
Difficulties Vocational Opportunities’
For printing needs call them
on 01799 522145 to obtain a quote
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